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Subject: ('Social Security Administration's Efforts 
to Reexamine the Continuing Eligibility 
of Disabled Persons I(GAO/HRD-82-91) 

At the request of several Members of Congress, in January 
1982 we began reviewing the Social Security Administration's 
(SSA's) recent efforts to reexamine the continued eligibility 
of persons on its disability insurance rolls. This effort 
is currently referred to as the Periodic Review, and was man- 
dated by section 311 of Public Law 96-265. The res’ults of our 
review are presented in the enclosed testimony we swbmitted 
for the record for hearings that were held on May 25, 1982, by 
the Subcommittee on Oversight of Government Management, Senate 
Committee on Governmental Affairs. 

As discussed in the testimony, we believe there are sevez;rl 
actions SSA should take to help alleviate the hardships to indi- 
viduals severely impaired and bring the reexamination efforts . 
closer to the intended objectives. The purpose of this letter 
is to advise you of those recommended actions. We recommend 
that you require the Commissioner of Social Security to take the 
fDllowing a.:tions. 

1. Notify all disability beneficiaries and explain to 
them the purposes of the Periodic Review, and the 
importance of their providing complete and current 
medical evidence. If these reviews are to remain 
"new determinations" with little consideration given 
to the prior determination, this aspect should be 
fully explained to the beneficiaries. 

' '4. 
2. Issue policy guidance to the State agencies empha- 

sizing the uniqueness of the Periodic Review cases 
and the need for a full medical history in all cases. 
Specifically, SSA should establish a policy that can 
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be uniformly applied by State agencies to ensure that 
a complete medical history is obtained and evaluated 
in all cases before benefits can be terminated for 
medical reasons. The medical history should cover 
the period from the initial disability determination 
and include medical information used in the initial 
determination. 

3. Establish a processing time goal for managing the 
Periodic Review caseload that is commensurate with 
thorough development of medical evidence. 

a--- 

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganization 
Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to submit a 
mitten statement on actions taken on our recommendations to 
the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and the House Com- 
r,ittee on Government Operations not later than 60 days after 
the date of the report and to the House and Senate Committees 
01 Appropriations with the agency's first request for appro- 
priations made more than 60 days after the date of the report. 

We are sending copies of this letter and our testimony 
to the Chairmen of interested Committees and Subcommittees; 
to various Members of Congress who expressed interest in our 
review; to the Director, Office of Management and Budget; 
and the Commissioner of Social Security. 

Sincerely yours, 

Director 
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ENCLOSURE I 

Mr. Chairman and Mem,blssrs of the Subcommittee, we are pleased .a 
to discuss tb@ Soclia?J! Sscurity kdministtation’s (SSA’s) recent 

efforts in reexamlnfinp the continued eligibility of persons on 

the disability eolllse. These reexamiirations, begun in March 1981, 

are commonly referred to as Accelerated Continuing Disability 

Investigations o’r ACDIa. 

D@cause Of the cuno~erns expressed to us by several Members of 

the Congres’s over the medical conditions of the large numbers of- 

beneficiaries being terminated from the rolls as part of the ACDI 

effort, in January 1982 we began to review SSA’s policies and 

practices foe conducting these investigations. ACDIs are perform’ed 

by the varioui State Disability Determination Services (DDSs) fol- 

lowing guidelines and instructions provided them by SSA. We have 

met with State officials and examiners in California, New York, 

Pennsylvania, and Ohio and examined approximately 100 case folders. 
. . In addition, we met with several administrative law judges and SSA 

officials. 

We have idmtified a number of issues and problems with the 

current ACDI process thaat deserve attention by the Congress and 

SSA. First I would like to explain briefly the evolution of events 

which brings us to today’s conditions; secondly, present some of 

our observations to data about the ACDI process; and also provide * 

some suggestions for improving the process. 

BACKGROUND ---m.--.w-- 
In the past, SSA’s primary means of identifying beneficiaries 

who. may have medically recovered or regained the ability to work, 

and assessing their continuing eligibility for disability- benefits, 
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

was through the “medfcal reexamination diary process”; This process 

involved establishing a future medical reexamination date (diary) 

for beneficiaries with certain medical conditions that were ‘beliaved 

to have a high potential for medical improvement. When the diary 

date matured, State agencies were to reevaluate the beneficiaries.’ 

medical condition. Investigations were also to be done when it was 

learned that a beneficiary had returned to work. 

We reported to the Congress in March 1981 A/ that SSA had nit 

adequately followed up on disability insurahce beneficiaries to 

verify that they remain disabled. SSA had limited its investigations . 
to a small percentage of beneficiaries, and even beneficiaries who 

met the criteria for reexamination had not always been investigated. 

Only about one of every five persons awarded disability was targeted 

for reexamination. The remainder, about 2.3 mfllipn persons, were 

never reexamined and would very likely remain on ,the rolls unless 

they returned to work, reached age 65 and converted over to the 

retirement program, or died. . 

Based on a nationwide sample case review conducted in 

1979, SSA estimated that as’many as 20 percent of the persons on 

the disability rolls who were never reexamined did not meet the 

disability criteria. SSA collected current medical evidence on . 
about 3,000 cases and in some instances visited and interviewed 

beneficiaries in their homes. Using this evidence, SSA examiner6 

and physicians determined whether or not the individuals were currently 
---------m 

A/ “More Diligent Pollowup Needed to Weed Out Ineligible SSA Disability 
Beneficiaries,” ElRD-81-48, March 3, 1981. 
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a isabled . Based upon this sample, we estimated that as many as *, 
584,000 persons ware not: eligible for benefits costing the Dis- 

ability Trust Puad over $2 billion annually. 

Congressional concern over the high degree of selectivity in 

designating casas for m’edical reexamination and other inadequacies 

in the review procedu,res led to the enactment of Section 311 of 

Public Law 96-265, known as the Social Security Disability Amend- 

ments of 1980. This section required that beginning January 1, l 

1982, SSA review that status of disabled hen.fficiaries whose dis- 

ability has not been determined to be permanent at least once 

every three years. 8SA officials estimated that th.is legislative’ 

mandate would require them to perform investigations on approxi- 

mately 3 million cases aver a 3-year period. 

Due largely to an increased emphasis on cost-saving measures 

and to prepare for the massive workload anticipated in 1982, SSA 

began several projects aimed at improving the continuing disability 

process. SSA conducted several studies to help profile those bene- 

ficiaries with the highest likelihood of being found ineligible for 

disability benefits. Using these profiles, SSA began reexamining 

benef fciaries in Warch 1981 under the ACDI review. I/ 

ACDI CASE 8ELECTION AND WORKLOAD ----------------------- 

SSA selected about 368,500 cases for investigation between - 

March 1, 1981, and Warch 31, 1982. The States have completed 

--------------- 

&/Beginning January 1, 1982, the review was referred to as the 
“Periodic Review” because of the legislative mandate. 
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investigations and ma8de dwzisions'on about 189,500 cases8 JJ 

resulting in the termination of benefits in about ~5,500 or 45 

percent of the castes revi,ewed. This is in addition to the regular 

investigations of about 155,000 diaried cases per year thht were 

determined to be subject to medical improvement. 

During EIarch and April of 1981, cases selected by SSA 

for investigation involved younger beneficiaries (under age 90) 4 
who were initially adjudicated in 1973, 1974, and 1975~-years . 

when the quality of decisions was believed to be at its lowest. 

A different selection methodology was ised beginning in 

May 1981. Cases were selected each month based on specific . 

profiles using such characteristics as current age, total 

benefit payments, date of entitlement, numbers and kinds of 

auxiliary beneficiaries, and age at filing. SSA believed 

the profile selectiontechnique would result in a more cost- 
-. effective use of resources than reviewing random groups of cases. 

ACDI TERMINATIONS- 
WHY THEY ARE EAPPENING . 

As indicated by our March 1981 report, SSA was paying dis- 

,ability benefits to many persons who were not eligible for the 

progrann. This has been confirmed by the ACDI efforts to date. 

While we cannot quantify them, the ACDI/Periodic Review is 

identifying beneficiaries who 
. 

I.-/ Another 30,000 cases have been reviewed by the States, but are 
considered “no decision cases’ due to various reasons such as 
(11 being returned to the SSA district off ices for further 
development of work related issues, (21 being sent to the 
wrong DDS F (3 1 individuals are deceased, and/or (4 1 having 
had an investigation already done in the last 12 months. 

. 
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--should n’ever have,, been placed on the rolls initially, or 

--have medfcally improved, or 

--have died or returned to work, and otherwise would have 
gone wnd i scovared . 

However, many of those losing their disability benefits have 

been on the SSA roll’s several years, still have what we would all 

consider to be severe impairments, and have experienced little or 

no medical improvement. This raises questions about how and why 

these people are being terminated , and the fairness of GSA’s 

decisions, 

We will address these questions by looking at some of the 

factors causing these terminations (also referred to as cessations), 

including: 

--State agency medical development practices, and 

--the changed adjudication process and climate. 

State Agency Medical 
Development Practices 

Much of the criticism brought to our attention about the ACDI 

effort has been directed toward the State agencies, and their proce- 

dures for medically developing ACDI cases. Specifically, concern has 

been expressed that State agencies are 

--terminating benefits without giving individuals adequate .- 
time to present medical evidence, 

--not obtaining or considering relevant information from 
treating physicians, and 

--overrelying,on purchased consultative examinations which 
are sometimes too brief and possibly biased. 

We did find some instances of poor medical developent 

practices, as well as some decisions that were not adequately 
. 

supported. We also question-the State agencies’ usual practice 
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of gathering and evalwatlng only evidence that is from the 

most recent tRree months. We believe, however, that medfeal 

development issues are not unique to the ACDI/Petio~dfc Review 

effort, and are not th,e primary cause of the high number 

of case5 basing terminated. 

Results of cas’e review --.0------M------- 
To address the issues raised about Stats agency medical 

development practices, we reviewed 98 ACDI cases in the 4 St’ates, 

we visited. Best of the cases were selected--either directly by 

US? or by State agency personnel monitored “by us-as' the State 

agency quality assurance units completed their technical review. , 

This total also contained some cases (6) that had received a hearing 

before an administrative law judge. Our purpose in reviewing these 

cases was to look at the mechanics and timing of the medical deve- 

lopment. 

Forty-two of the 98 cases we reviewed, or about 43 percent, 

had resultad in cessations. Because of the small size of our 

sample, and the timing of our selection, we cannot project the 

results of our sample to what has happened in the ACDI/Periodic 

Review effort since March 1981. The table below presents some 

of the statistical information about the cases we reviewed. 
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Number of cases 

Average age of beneficiary 

Average years on disability 

Averag@ cam phoCessing 
time I,/ (in days) 

Bercent of cases where 
claimants' phys~icians 
were contacted. 

Percent of contacts 
responding to DDS 

Percent of cases with 
consultative exam 
ordered. 

42 56 98 

43 45 44 

7 9 8 

127 83 102 

69 74 aa 

90 .* 

86 

Continuances 

81 

54 

Total 

. 

85 

67 
* 

&/We counted from the date beneficiary was first contacted concerning 
the review (either by mail or phone) to the date the DDS physieian 
signed the notice of decision. 

The 42 cessations we reviewed averaged nearly 127 days from 

the time the beneficiary was first contacted about the review to the 

date of the DDS decision. This includes the 10 or more days allowed 

a beneficiary after being notified of the decision to submit any 

additional evidence. The shortest processing time we found for a 

termina'ted case was 34 days, the longest was 368. We found no 

instances where beneficiaries were terminated without being given 

time to develop and present their medical evidence. 

We found that attending physician data is usually requested 

unless it is not relevant to the impairment, too old, or from a 

source known to be uncooperative. We found only a few instances 

where examiners did not request evidence from what we felt was 

8 
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a relevant source. WMle most sources did respond, we.found a 

significant variation in quality, quantity, and objectivity in 

their responses. 

It is difficult to evaluate to what extent attending physician 

data is considered in the States’ decisions. Examiners complain 

that much of the information receive4 from treating sources is too 

old to satisfy SSA’s requirements, too subjective, too opinionated, 

and too sketchy to satisfy evidentiary requirements. Also, treating 

physicians often don’t perform the kinds 0;’ tests required by the 

medical listings. Therefore, while it is clear that some portion@ 

of attending physicians’ reports are not fully considered, we cannot 

determine the extemt of this not what impact this has on the final 

decision. We did see instances where attending physicians said 

their patients were totally disabled, yet the States discontinued 

. . benefits. Nowever, these were invariably cases where the physicians 

submitted little objective evidence to support their conclusions, 

and hence, were of little use. 

There has also been much concern expressed about the use--or 

overuse--of consultative examinations in connection with the ACDI/ 

Periodic Review effort. The 1981 consultative examination purchase 

rate in ACDI cases varied in the four States visited. We estimate- 

it was 62 percent in Pennsylvania, 59 percent in Ohio, 58 percent 

in California, and 39 percent in New York. 

Examiners say ACDI’s generally require consultative examinations 

more often than other claims because many long-term disabled people 

9 
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haven’t bleen to physiciansrecently. Ohio, for example, ordered 

examinations for only 30 percent of its entire caseload, but nearly 

60 percent for ACDI’s. During this limited study, we did not attempt 

to evaluate the appropriateness of the consultative exam purchase 

rate, nor the quality of the exams purchased. We d’o, however, plan 

to look at these and other issues pertaining to consultative exam- 

inations in tbe near future. c 

ACDILPeriodfc Review cases --e-m----- 
iiGia ~~ZLT%velopment --w-m ---..,,-..---1-- 1-w 

One aspect of State agency medical development that we feel 

needs to be changed is the practice of developing these ACDI/Peri?dic 

Review cases as if they were new claims. SSA has issued no specific 

development guidance for these cases, but rather has instructed 

the State agencies to adjudicate these claims in generally the same 

manner as initial claims. As a result, State agencies are gathering 

only current evidence--generally no more than 2 or 3 months old--and 

using this evidence to determine if the beneficiary currently meets 

SSA’s criteria for disability. This practice ‘can result in incom- 

plete information and is one of the major reasons treating sources 

are not contacted or their information is not considered in the 

decision. It also helps explain the high consultative examination 

purchase rate. . 

While the need for current evidence is obvious, we also 

believe there is a need for a historical medical perspective in 

these ACDI cases. Many of these individuals coming under review 

have been receiving benefits for several years. To base a decision 

on only the recent examination --often a purchased consultative 
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examination--could give % false reading of that peraon’e condition. 

This is especialfy true for those impairments subject to fluctuation 

or periodic remission# such (ts e'ental impairments. For exalaple: 

* 

A 49 ear old bSenefici%ry in Pennsylvania was awarrded 
disab lity I insurance benefits in 1966 for schizophrenia; 
A% ‘part o’f the ACDI/Periodic Review, the State agency 
t&ntativ@lp determined in March 1982 that his diseblity * 
had ceased. This decision was baaed solely on a con- 
sultative examination report that found him “fairly 
alert and responsive with schizophrenia controlled by 
medicrtion*. Pollowing a due process procedure, 
however, the State agency reversed its decision in 
April 1992 because of information submitted by the 
beneficiary’s trearting physician. This report showed 
(I history of repeated hospitalitations since 1950, 
esotional swings, and withdrawn and anti-social behavior. 

Another tfa? between the initial claims process and the 

ACDI/Periodic Review efforts that might need change is the procesa- 

ing time goal. One meadlure of examiner performance in both initial 

claims and ACDI/Periodic Review cases is the percent of case% pend- . 
ing over 70 calendar days. While some examiners in the 4 states 

. visited said they felt no undue pressure to move ACDI/Periodic 

Review cases, others said they are constantly-aware of the time 

goal pressures. They felt it wa% unrealistic to be expected to 

develop these ACDI cases in 70 days. ACDX cases are often more 

difficult to develop than initial claims, and are more time con- . 

swing since they generally require more we of consultative exams. 

We plctn to evaluate this issue further to determine if it is 

causing examiners to rush their decisions. Because these benefi- 

ciaries are already on the rolls and receiving benefits, we se@ 

little imperative to reach decisions in a specific time frame. 

. . 
. 
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The Adjudication Process --a--- and cli;.?-~e-“--d”“--‘-- , 
----------- 

A more significant factor in explaining the number of ACDI/ 

Periodic Review termination% is the way the medical evidence is 

evaluated to determine if eligibility for disability benefits 

continue%. State agencies u,%e the “sequential evaluation” process 

to determine if a beneficiary remains eligible. This process is 

a series of decision% based on medical and vocational evidence. 
. 

Essentially, the State agency must determine if the beneficiary 

is working; if the alleged impairment is severe; if the impairment 

meets or equals the medical listings A/; or, when the impairment 

is severe, but does not meet or equal the listings, if it prevent; 

the beneficiary from doing his/her past work or any other work. 

Changes in the Evaluation Process w--m ---I_--------------______- 

SSA--after almost a decade of prompting from the Congress, 

GAO, and others--has made major changes in the criteria and guidance 
. . 

used in the disability determination process. The criteria have 

become more explicit in certain areas, and in *some areas they have 

become more stringent . 

During the early and mid-1970%, those close to the disability 

program I especially State PDS administrators, voiced the need 

for revised medical listings. For example, in response to a March 

1976 letter from the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Social Security, 

---a-- -- 

h/Medical evidence by itself is sufficient to establish that a 
person ia disabled where it establishes the presence of an 
impairment included in the “Listing of Impairments” or an 
impairment(s) medically equivalent to a listed impdirment(s). 

12 
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. . 

Rouse Ways and Means Committee, one State administrator wrote, “The 

listings are outdated, and desperately need revision.” Another said: 
(I . ..the Listings are about 10 years out of date . . a for 
example 1ies;ting 404, on myo’cardial infarction, Es con8sidered 
in error. A large m,sjority of persons who have myrqcardial 
infarctions, and survive, do return to work. Tlierefare c we 
may be allowing claims in which return to work far mo~r’e - 
than reasonable, in light of current medical pra’ctice...” 

The medical listings were finally revised in 1979. 

There were similar complaints about the need for improved, 

formal guidelines on evaluating vocational factors in the’ sequeniial 

evaluation process. In a 1978 Subcommittee- report, Members af the 

Subcommittee on Social Security stated that they had 
l . . .for years urged the promulgation of more definite regulakory 
guidelines which would promote uniformity in decisionmaking 
and provide for enhanced administrative control of the program, 
in this area. These proposed regulations spell out through 
a grid mechanism the weights to be given to the nonmedical 
factors...” 

The vocational grid became part of the regulations in 1978. 

During the mid-1970s, SSA also began to get more explicit 

about what it meant by a “severe” impairment. This was conveyed 

in written and oral ,policy Instructions, training proqramsr and 

ca5e returns to State agencies from SSA’s quality assurance system. 

The result was an increase in the number of denials for ‘slight 

impairments”. 

All of these changes had a very definite impact on tightening . 

up the “adjudicative climate”. In response to a 1978 survey by the 

Subcommittee on Social Security, one State administrator said, 
I . . .I believe the primary reason for the recent conser- 
vative approach to disability evaluation is a direct 
result of the activities of the Subcommittee on Social 
Security, the General Accounting Office, and others 
involved in evaluating the effectiveness of the’program. 
The Administration has apparently carefully consider&d all 
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of the comments, inquiries, opinions, etc., and con- 
cluded that a 'tightening up' is desired. This view 
may b’e soaewhat of an ove"r simplication; but. in the 
real world it.is quite likely the root cause of the 
recent tram&. 'In s8ummaryc I believe the 'adjudica- 
tive clinats?;’ baas changed.' 

Impact of Changes on 
the ACDI Benedkciarfes 

The changes to the sequential evaluation process and the 

adjudicative climate were evolutionary and were not developed to . 
address specifically the ACDI/Periodic Review program. Because of . 
the changes, however, many beneficiaries are being terminated. 

The changes in the medical listings in 1979'lhave affected some 

beneficiaries who previously qualified under the old listings, .buf 

do not meet the criteria of the revised listings. For example: 

A 51 year old beneficiary in New York was awarded 
disability benefits in 1975 following a myocardial 
infarction (heart attack). At that time, the medical 
listings only required evidence showing that the 
infarction occurred, and that the claimant had chest 
discomfort. The revised medical listings for heart 
impairments now require specific exercise test results 
or specific readings from a resting electrocardiogram 
(EKG). White the beneficiary's resting EKG readings 
in both 1974 and 1982 show similar abnormalities 
and he continues to suffer from angina (chest pain), 
his benefits were terminated because the EKG readings 
do not meet the requirements of the new listings. 

Similarily, beneficiaries put on disability because their 

condition 'equaled" the listings are now being terminated because 

of a more narrow application of this concept. In 1975, 44 percent . 

of all awards were based on equaling the medical listings-- 

instances where the impairment was not specifically described in 

the listings, but was considered equal in severity: or the combi- 

nation of impairments was medically equal to any that were listed. 

In 1981, only about 9 percent of all awards were based on equaling 
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the listings. Examiners have told US that beneficiaries allowed 

in the past with multiple impairments are now being terminated 

under the ACDI/Periodic Review effort because their impairments 

are being evaluated independently rather than looking at the total 

effect of the impairments. For example: 

A 50 year old beneficiary in Ohio suffered from hypertension, 
diabetes’, and deprassion. Although none of these impairments 
met the specific listings, the claimant was awarded benefits 
in 1971 when their combined effect was considered. As part 
of the ACDl/Periodic Review, the State agency obtained eV”i- 
dance that contained eslsentially the same findings as that 
from 1971. However, the State agency now considered the 
impairments Individually and terminated benefits because 
none met the specific listings. 

The formalized vocational grid, now part of the regulations ’ 

is also a factor in many terminations. In the mid-1970s many in- 

dividuals whose impairments did not meet or equal the listings 

were allowed because of ,vocational factors (age, education, prior 

work experience)-- even though there was little or no guidance available 
. . at that time on how to evaluate those factors. When reevaluating 

beneficiaries previously allowed for vocational factors, State agencies 

now terminate benefits in many of these cases because of the vocational 

grid. For example, beneficiaries 49 years old or younger with severe 

impairments that do not meet or equal the listings cannot be found 

to be disabled unless they are illiterate or unable to communicate 

in English. Host of the beneficiaries being terminated under this * 

review effort are age 49 or younger. 

A New Decision -----I_---- 

Zn summary, through the ACDI/Periodic Review process, SSA is 

reviewing a group of beneficiaries who were awarded benefits several 

15 
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years ago under (I more liberal, iess objective evaluation process. 

These are generally peopli who were led to believe that they were 

being granted a lifetime disability pension. Now, with no advanced 

explanation from SSA about the purpose, process, or possible out- 

come of the Periodic Review--they are subjected to a new decision, 

much the same as if they.were applying for disability benafits for 
. 

the first time. There! is no presumptive effect given to the prior 

findings of disability, nor to the years that theee individuals 

have been entitled to payments. 

By getting a new decision these beneficiaries have several 

disadvantages. The decision is made using a newer, mbre objective, 

more stringently interpreted set of evaluation guidelines: and 

is made in a tougher "adjudicative climate." At the same time, ’ 

these decisions are subject to the same inherent weaknesses that 

have always plagued the SSA disability determination process-- 

subjectivity, and medical development of questionable quality and 

completeness. 

Subjecting everyone to a new decision, also, has a major ad- 

verse impact on the group of beneficiaries who were placed on the 

rolls initially through the appeals pracess. Because of the his- 

torical differences in adjudicative criteria between the States * 

and the administrative law judges (AUs), many of these bene- 

ficiaries are now being taken off the rolls after reexamination 

by the same State agency that found them not disabled originally. 
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Since the State's original decision was ‘not disabled,",a new 

decision by the State would generally be expected to have the 

same conclusion, particularly in light of the tightened dir- 

ability determination criteria and adjudicative climate. Many 

of these individuals may be put back on after another appeal. L/ 

We-do not know how many cases are affected by this "metry-go- 

round" review, but the number could be quite large. 

MEDICAL IMPROVEMEHT XSSUE 
NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED 

For the reasons discussed above, many beneficiaries whose con- 

ditions have not improved, or may even have worsened, are being' . 

told they are "no longer disabled," and are terminated from SSA’s 

disability rolls. We believe the aspect of "no-medical improvement" . 

for a large percentage of the cessations during the last year accounts 

for much of the adverse publicity given the ACDI/Pcriodic Review 

process. This is not a new issue, but perhaps hao been exacerbated 

by the large number of “non-diaried” cases examined by SSA during 

the last year. 

&/A recently completed study by SSA of over 3,600 decisions by 
ALJs highlighted clear differences in adjudicative criteria be- 

? tween the ALJs and the States as the major reason for the high - 
number of decisions by ALJs to award benefits. Pot example, the 
ALJs awarded benefits in 64 percent of the 3,600 cases, whereas 
SSA'e Office of Assessment, using State agency criteria, would have 
awarded benefits in only 13 percent. The study also highlighted 
the significant effect of a face-to-face meeting with the claimant. 
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During our limited case review, we did not attempt to 

quantify the nuwbar of casdnkfons where there was no apparent 

medical improvement. Eo’wevet , a recent SSA study which formed 

the basis for the profilers used in the ACDI/Periodic Review, may 

provide same insight into this question. The study evaluated 

over 21,000 disability cases, and discontinued benefits in about 

7,000 (33 percent). These cases were reviewed by SSA examiners 

and physicians for changes in the severity of the individual’s . 

impairments. Of the 7,000 cases where benefits were terminated, 

only 51 percent were determined to have medically improved. In 

35 percent of the cases, benefits were ceased even though the e 

severity of the impairments was judged to be the same as or worse 

than when benefits were initially awarded. * 

Under SSA’s operating guides which have been followed by the 

States for approximately 4 years, disability is found to have ceased 

when current evid,ence shows that the individual does not meet the 

current definition of disability. SSA’s policy states that it is 

not necessary to determine whether or how much the individuals’ 

condition has medically improved since the prior favorable 

determination. 

The possible need for legislation on the medical improvement 

issue was addressed by a 1976 staff report of the Subcommittee . 

on Social Security, House Committee on Ways and Means, entitled 

“Disability Insurance --Legislative Issue Paper.” SSA’s policies 

since 1969 on CD1 terminations had been that it was necessary 

to have documentation supporting an improved medical condition. 

The staff report pointed out that 



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

Revitalization of the CD1 program can be carried 
out administratively, although if it is the subcorn- 
mittae conclusion that*t?he medical improvement. re-. 
quirement criteria should b'e altered, this may havk 
to be done by leqfs'lation. . 

SSA dropped its former policy in May 1976 and unt$J.now therqhave 

been only a few court decisions on the.issue. TQose decisions have 

consistently argued for a return to some form of medical improvement. 

The legislative history of the 19SO Amendments clearly 

indicates that the Congress was concerned ab'out the individuals 

who have medically improved and remain on the disability rolls. 

However, it is not clear what the Congress' view was toward those 

who have not medically improved. Whether the Congress intended 

that all beneficiaries would be subjected to a "new determination," 

or whether it expected the earlier decisions to afford some pre- 

sumptive weight, is an issue that we are still reviewing. Recent 

decisions in the U.S. Courts suggest that the Courts believe a 

degree of "administrative finality" or res judicata effect should 
. 

prevail on these cases. Several class-action suits are pending 

which presumably will address this issue. 

We believe the Congress should state whether cessations are 

appropriate for those already on the disability rolls who have 

not medically improved. There are other matters relating to the 

medical improvement issue that need to be considered also, such 

as how to deal with those on the rolls as a result of clear 

erroneous initial awards, and those that, despite no medical 

improvement, clearly come under a changed eligibility criteria 

or definition. We plan to work with the Subcommittee or other 

Members of the Congress in developing these matters further. 



ENCLOSURE I: 

We plan to contim@ reviewing several of the other issueS 

discussed, and m this work progresses we will consider what 

actions SSA sbeuld take to improve the disability determination 

procesrs and, specifically, the Periodic Revisw. 

L 
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